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Abstract
Many datacenters and clouds manage storage systems separately from computing services for better manageability and
resource utilization. These existing disaggregated storage
systems use hard disks or SSDs as storage media. Recently,
the technology of persistent memory (PM) has matured and
seen initial adoption in several datacenters. Disaggregating
PM could enjoy the same benefits of traditional disaggregated storage systems, but it requires new designs because
of its memory-like performance and byte addressability.
In this paper, we explore the design of disaggregating
PM and managing them remotely from compute servers, a
model we call passive disaggregated persistent memory, or
pDPM. Compared to the alternative of managing PM at storage servers, pDPM significantly lowers monetary and energy
costs and avoids scalability bottlenecks at storage servers.
We built three key-value store systems using the pDPM
model. The first one lets all compute nodes directly access
and manage storage nodes. The second uses a central coordinator to orchestrate the communication between compute
and storage nodes. These two systems have various performance and scalability limitations. To solve these problems,
we built Clover, a pDPM system that separates the location,
communication mechanism, and management strategy of the
data plane and the metadata/control plane. Compute nodes
access storage nodes directly for data operations, while one
or few global metadata servers handle all metadata/control
operations. From our extensive evaluation of the three pDPM
systems, we found Clover to be the best-performing pDPM
system. Its performance under common datacenter workloads is similar to non-pDPM remote in-memory key-value
store, while reducing CapEx and OpEx by 1.4× and 3.9×.

1

Introduction

Separating (or “disaggregating”) storage and compute has
become a common practice in many datacenters [11, 18]
and clouds [3, 4]. Disaggregation makes it easy to manage
and scale both the storage and the compute pools. By allowing the storage pool to be shared across applications and
users, disaggregation consolidates storage resources and reduces their cost. As a recent success story, Alibaba listed
their RDMA-based disaggregated storage system as one of
the five reasons that enabled them to serve the peak load of
544,000 orders per second on the 2019 Single’s Day [62].
Existing disaggregated storage systems are all SSD- or
HDD-based. Today, a new storage media, non-volatile mem-

ory (or persistent memory, PM) has arrived [27, 29] and has
already seen adoption in several datacenters [21, 25, 46]. Existing distributed PM systems [42, 56, 69] have mainly taken
a non-disaggregated approach, where each server in a cluster
hosts PM for applications running both on the local server
and remote servers (Figure 1(a)).
Disaggregating PM could enjoy the same management
and resource-utilization benefits as traditional disaggregated
storage systems. However, building a PM-based disaggregated system is very different from traditional disaggregated
storage systems as PM is byte addressable and orders of
magnitude faster than SSDs and HDDs. It is also different
from disaggregated memory systems [41, 55], since when
treated as storage systems, disaggregated PM systems need
to sustain power failure and be crash consistent.
There are two possible design directions in building disaggregated PM systems, and they differ in where management software runs. The first type, and the type that has
been adopted in traditional disaggregated storage systems,
runs management software at the storage nodes, i.e., actively
managing data at where the data is. When applying this
model to PM, we call the resulting system active disaggregated PM, or aDPM (Figure 1(b)). By co-locating data and
their management, aDPM could offer low-latency performance to applications. However, aDPM requires significant
processing power at storage nodes to sustain high-bandwidth
networks and to fully deliver PM’s superior performance.
In this paper, we explore an alternative approach of building disaggregated PM by treating storage nodes as passive
parties that do not perform any data processing or data management tasks, a model we call pDPM. pDPM offers several
practical benefits and research value. First, pDPM lowers
owning and energy cost. Without any processing need, a PM
node (we call it a data node or DN) can either be a regular
server that dedicates its entire CPU to other applications or
a hardware device that directly attaches a NIC to PM. Second, pDPM avoids DN’s processing power being the performance scalability bottleneck. Finally, pDPM is an approach
in the design space of disaggregated storage systems that
has largely been overlooked in the past. Exploring pDPM
systems would reveal various performance, scalability, and
cost tradeoffs that could help future researchers and systems
builders make better design decisions.
pDPM presents several new challenges, the biggest of
which is the need to avoid processing all together from where
data is hosted. Existing in-memory data stores heavily rely
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Figure 1: PM Organization Comparison. Blue bars indicate two-way communication and pink ones indicate one-way communication. Bars with
both blue and pink mean support for both. Dashed boxes mean some but not all existing solutions adopt centralized metadata server (or a coordinator).

on local processing power for both the data path and the control path. Without any processing power, accesses to DNs
have to come all from the network, which makes data operations like concurrent writes especially hard. Moreover, DNs
cannot perform any management tasks or metadata operations locally, and each DN can fail independently.
A key question in designing pDPM systems is where to
perform data and metadata operations when we cannot perform them at DNs. Our first approach is to let client/compute nodes (CNs) perform all the tasks by directly accessing
DNs with one-sided network communication, a model we
call pDPM-Direct (Figure 1(c)). After building and evaluating a real pDPM-Direct key-value store system, we found
that since CNs cannot be efficiently coordinated, pDPMDirect performs and scales poorly when there are concurrent reads/writes to the same data. Our second approach is
pDPM-Central (Figure 1(d)), where we use a central server
(the coordinator) to manage DNs and to orchestrate all accesses from CNs to DNs. Although pDPM-Central provides
a way to coordinate CNs, it adds more hops between CNs
and DNs, and the coordinator is a new scalability bottleneck.
To solve the issues of the above two pDPM systems, we
build Clover, a key-value store system with a new architecture of pDPM (Figure 1(e)). Clover’s main ideas are to separate the location of data and metadata, to use different communication mechanisms to access them, and to adopt different management strategies for them. Data is stored at DNs.
Metadata is stored at one or few global metadata servers
(MSs). CNs directly access DNs for all data operations using one-sided network communication. They use two-sided
communication to talk to MS(s). MS(s) perform all metadata
and control operations.
Clover achieves low-latency, high-throughput performance while delivering the consistency and reliability guarantees that are commonly used in traditional distributed storage systems. We designed a set of novel techniques at the
data and the metadata plane to achieve these goals. Our
data plane design is inspired by log-structured writes and
skip lists. This design achieves 1-/2-RTT read/write performance when there is no high write contention, while ensuring proper synchronization and crash consistency of concurrent writes with satisfactory performance. We move all metadata and control operations off performance critical path. We
completely eliminate the need for the MS to communicate

with DNs; it performs space management and other control
tasks without accessing DNs. In addition, Clover supports
replicated writes for high availability and reliability.
We evaluate Clover, pDPM-Direct, and pDPM-Central
using a cluster of servers connected with RDMA network
(some acting as CNs and MSs, some acting as emulated
DNs). We compare these pDPM systems with two nondisaggregated PM systems [42, 56] and an aDPM key-value
store system [30] running on CPU-based servers and on
ARM-SoC-based RDMA SmartNIC [44]. We perform an
extensive set of experiments to study the latency, throughput,
scalability, CPU utilization, and owning cost of these systems using microbenchmarks and YCSB workloads [13, 71].
Our evaluation results demonstrate that Clover is the bestperforming pDPM system, and it significantly outperforms
traditional distributed PM systems. Clover achieves similar or better performance as aDPM systems under common
datacenter workloads, while reducing CapEx and OpEx by
1.4× and 3.9×. However, we also discovered a fundamental limitation of pDPM-based storage systems: no processing at where data sits could hurt write performance, especially under high contention of concurrent accesses to the
same data entry. Fortunately, most datacenter workloads
are read-most [7]. Thus, we believe pDPM and Clover to
be good choices future systems builders can consider, given
their overall benefits in cost, performance, and scalability.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Thorough exploration of the passive disaggregated
persistent-memory architecture, revealing its benefits,
tradeoffs, and pitfalls.
• Implementation of Clover and two alternative pDPM
key-value stores, all guaranteeing proper synchronization, crash consistency, and high availability.
• A detailed design of how to separate the data plane and
the metadata plane under the pDPM model.
• Comprehensive evaluation results that can guide future
DPM research.
All our pDPM systems are publicly available at https://
github.com/WukLab/pDPM.

2

Background and Related Work

This section includes background and related work on inmemory data stores, RDMA, and PM in datacenter settings.

2.1

PM and Distributed PM Storage

Non-volatile memory (or PM) technologies such as 3DXPoint [28], PCM, STTM, and the memristor provide byte
addressability, persistence, and latency that is within an order
of magnitude of DRAM [59, 70]. PM has attracted extensive
research efforts in the past decade, most of which focus on
single-node environments. The first commercial PM product, Intel Optane DC, has finally come to market [27]. It is
pressing to seek solutions to incorporate PM in datacenters.
Existing distributed PM systems [42, 56, 69] have mainly
adopted a symmetric architecture where each node in a cluster hosts some PM that can be accessed both locally and by
other nodes (Figure 1(a)). Some of these systems expose a
file system interface [42, 69], and others expose a memory
interface [56, 73]. Among them, Orion [69] uses a global
server for metadata, and the rest co-locate metadata with
data. These systems have fast local-data accesses but lack
flexibility in managing compute and storage resources, and
they cannot scale these resources independently.

2.2

RDMA and RDMA-Based Data Stores

Remote Direct Memory Access, or RDMA, is a network technology that offers low-latency and low-CPU-utilization accesses to memory at remote machines. RDMA supports two
communication patterns: one-sided and two-sided. Onesided RDMA operations allow one node to directly access the memory at another node without involving the latter’s CPU. Two-sided RDMA involves both sender’s and receiver’s CPUs, similar to traditional network messaging.
Because of its performance and cost benefits [22, 36, 49],
RDMA has been deployed in major datacenters like Microsoft [63] and Alibaba [2]. Several recent distributed systems such as in-memory key-value stores [15, 16, 38, 47, 48,
58] and in-memory databases/transactional systems [8, 10,
66, 72] use RDMA to perform their network communication. Most of them use a combination of one- and two-sided
RDMA or pure two-sided RDMA. For example, FaSST [32]
is an RDMA-based RPC system built entirely with two-sided
RDMA. FaRM [15, 16], an RDMA-based distributed memory platform, uses one-sided communication for reads and
performs both one- and two-sided operations for replicated
writes. Pilaf [47] is a key-value store system that uses onesided RDMA read for get and two-sided RDMA for put.
HERD [30, 31] is another RDMA-based key-value store system. For each get and put, HERD uses two RDMA operations: client sending a one-sided RDMA write request to
server and server sending an RDMA send response to client.
To achieve low-latency performance, most existing systems use busy-polling threads to receive incoming two-sided
RDMA requests. They also perform management tasks such
as memory allocation and garbage collection at CPUs in
data-hosting nodes [15, 72]. Consequently, even when onesided RDMA operations help reduce CPU utilization, practical RDMA-based data stores still require a CPU and signifi-

cant amount of energy at each data-hosting server. For example, although FaRM [15] tries to use as much one-sided communication as possible, it still requires processing power at
data nodes to perform metadata operations and certain steps
in its write replication protocol.
HyperLoop [35] is a recent system that provides a mechanism to extend default one-sided RDMA operations to support more functionalities. These additional functionalities
are performed at RDMA NICs without involving host CPU.
HyperLoop’s computation offloading technique could be applied to pDPM systems to offload certain data operations
to DNs, which could potentially improve pDPM’s performance. However, it is difficult to offload the more complex
metadata operations to RDMA NICs, and HyperLoop still
performs them at CPUs. Clover demonstrates how to efficiently separate the metadata plane and run it at a global
metadata server.

2.3

Resource Disaggregation

Resource disaggregation is a notion to separate different
types of resources into pools (e.g., a compute pool and a
storage pool), each of which can be independently managed,
configured, and scaled [6, 26, 55]. Because of its efficiency
in resource utilization and management, many datacenters
and clouds have taken this approach when building storage
systems [3, 4, 11, 18, 65].
Disaggregation could take two forms: disaggregating resources and managing them at where they are (active), and
disaggregating resources but managing them at the compute
pool (passive). Existing storage and memory systems have
mainly taken the active approach, with most of them building disaggregated resource pools using regular CPU-based
servers [51, 65]. To sustain high-bandwidth networks and
fast PM, these systems will require many CPU cores to just
poll and process requests. Another way to build active disaggregated systems is to offload computation at storage nodes
to hardware [9, 12, 17, 33, 35, 38, 39, 54, 57, 57]. These
solutions either require significant hardware implementation
efforts (e.g., FPGA-based) or incur performance scalability
issues (e.g., ARM-SoC-based).
Compared to active disaggregation, the passive approach
of disaggregation largely reduces the owning, energy, and
development costs of storage nodes by avoiding busy polling
at storage nodes and shifting the rest of the computation
to compute nodes. Unfortunately, the passive approach has
largely been overlooked in the community. HPE’s “The Machine” (Memory-Driven Computing) project [19, 23, 24, 37,
64] is one of the few existing proposals [40, 41] that adopt the
passive model. So far, HPE has (separately) built a hardware
prototype and a software layer. The hardware prototype [20]
connects a set of SoCs to a set of DRAM/PM chips in a rack
over a proprietary photonic network. To use this hardware
prototype, application developers need to build software layers to manage and access data in DRAM/PM. HPE has also

been building a software memory-store solution on top of a
Superdome NUMA machine [37, 64]. This solution assumes
certain features from future interconnect technologies, does
not support data redundancy, and is work done in parallel
with us. Although being a significant initial step in passive
disaggregation research, the Machine project only explores
one design choice and relies heavily on special network to
access and manage disaggregated memory. Moreover, its design details are not open to the public.

3

pDPM Overview

This section gives an overview of pDPM, its unique challenges, the interface and guarantees our proposed pDPM systems have, and the network layer they employ. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of our proposed pDPM systems and
traditional distributed PM and remote memory systems.

3.1

Passive Disaggregated Persistent Memory

Our definition of the pDPM architecture consists of two concepts: separating PM from compute servers into a PM-based
storage pool and eliminating processing needs at these separated PM nodes (DNs).
The first concept is in the same spirit of current disaggregated storage systems and shares many of their benefits: it
is flexible to manage and customize the PM storage pool; it
offers high resource utilization, since data can be allocated
at any DNs; datacenters can scale DNs independently from
other servers; and it is easy to add, remove, and upgrade DNs
without the need to change existing (compute) servers.
The second concept follows the more aggressive disaggregation approach of forming resource pools with just hardware (PM in our case). Such PM pools can be a set of regular
servers equipped with PM or a set of network-attached devices with just network functionality and some PM. The former frees entire server CPUs to perform other tasks, while
the latter eliminates the need for a processor and its hardware/server packaging all together, reducing not only the energy cost but also the building cost of DNs. Moreover, by
removing processing from DNs, pDPM also avoids DN-side
processor being a performance scalability bottleneck.

3.2

pDPM Challenges

pDPM offers many cost and manageability benefits and is
now feasible to build with fast, “one-sided” network communication technologies like RDMA. However, it is only attractive when there is no or minimal performance loss compared to other more expensive solutions. Building a pDPM
storage system that can lower the cost but maintain the performance of non-pDPM systems is hard. Different from traditional distributed storage and memory systems, DNs can
only be accessed and managed remotely. A major technical hurdle is in providing good performance with concurrent data accesses. The lack of processing power at DNs
makes it impossible to orchestrate (e.g., serialize) concurrent

accesses there. Managing distributed PM resources without
any pDPM-local processing is also hard and when performed
improperly, can largely hurt foreground performance. In addition, DNs can fail independently. Such failures should be
handled properly to ensure data reliability and availability.
Different from traditional disaggregated storage that is
based on SSDs or hard disks, PM is orders of magnitude
faster [70]. Although today’s datacenter network speed has
also improved significantly [43], pDPM storage systems
should still try to minimize network RTTs.
Different from disaggregated memory systems [40, 41,
55], pDPM is a persistent storage system and should sustain
power failures and node failures. Thus, we need to ensure
the consistency of data and metadata during crash recovery
and provide redundancy for high availability and reliability.

3.3

System Interface and Guarantees

Clover and our two alternative pDPM systems provide the
same interface and guarantees to applications. They are keyvalue stores supporting variable-sized entries, where users
can create, read (get), write (put), and delete a key-value
entry. Different CNs can have shared access to the same
data. All our pDPM systems ensure the atomicity of an entry
across concurrent readers and writers. A successful write indicates that the data entry is committed (atomically). Reads
only see committed value. We choose to build key-value
stores on the pDPM architectures because key-value stores
are widely used in many datacenters. Similarly, we choose
single-entry atomic write and read committed because these
consistency and isolation levels are widely used in many data
store systems [30, 47] and can be extended to other levels.
Our pDPM systems are intended for storing data persistently. They provide crash consistency, data reliability, and
high availability. After recovering from crashes at arbitrary
points, each data entry is guaranteed to contain either only
new data values or only old ones. In addition, all our three
systems support replicated writes across DNs.

3.4

Network Layer

We choose RDMA as the network technology to connect
all servers and DNs. We use RDMA’s RC (Reliable Connection) mode which supports one-sided RDMA operations
and ensures lossless and ordered packet delivery. Similar to
prior solutions [15, 30, 31, 67], we solve RDMA’s scalability issues by registering memory regions using huge memory
pages with RDMA NICs. Note that we use regular RDMA
writes as persistent write for our evaluation, since the RDMA
durable write commit in the IETF standard takes one network
round trip [60], same as non-durable RDMA write.

4

Alternative pDPM Systems

Before Clover, we built two other pDPM systems during
our exploration of the pDPM architectures. They follow the
same interface and deliver the same consistency and relia-

System
Distributed PM
aDPM w/ CPU
aDPM w/ BlueField
pDPM-Direct
pDPM-Central
Clover

CapEx ($)
46736
79888
80080
53096
58096
58096

R-RTT
0-N
1
1
1
2
1

W-RTT
0-N
1
1
4(4)
2(2)
2(3)

Energy
High
High
Low
Low
High
Low

Scalability
Neither
w/ both?
Neither
w/ DN†
Neither
w/ both

Metadata
Large
Small
Small
Large
Small
Medium

Performance
Good only when accessing data on local node
Good overall
Good under light load
Best for small-sized read
Not good for read-intensive traffic
Good overall (unless high write contention)

Table 1: Comparison of Distributed PM Architectures. The CapEx column represents dollar cost to build eight CNs and eight PMs. Section 6
discusses the details of CapEx and energy (CPU utilization) calculation. The R-RTT and W-RTT columns show the number of RTTs required to perform a read
and a write (with replication). All RTT values are measured when there is no contention. RTTs in distributed PM’s read/write, N, depends on protocols and
whether data is local. The Scalability column shows if a system is scalable with the number of CNs, the number of DNs, both, or neither. ? only when there are
enough CPU cores. † only scalable when there is no contention. The metadata columns show the space needed to store the metadata of a data entry.
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bility guarantees as Clover. Even though the main system
we present in this paper is Clover, we have spent significant
amount of efforts on optimizing the performance of these alternative systems and on adding replication and crash recovery support to them. They can be used as stand-alone systems apart from being comparison points of Clover. Because
of space constraint, we only briefly present their basic data
structures and read/write protocols. We omit the discussion
of their replication and crash recovery protocols.

4.1

Direct Connection

Our first alternative pDPM system, pDPM-Direct, connects
CNs directly to DNs (Figure 1(c)). CNs perform unorchestrated, direct accesses to DNs using one-sided RDMA
operations. The main challenge in designing pDPM-Direct is
the difficulty in coordinating CNs for various data and metadata operations.
To avoid frequent space allocation (which requires coordination across CNs), we pre-assign two spaces for each data
entry, one to store committed data where reads go to (the
committed space) and one to store in-flight, new data (the uncommitted space). CNs allocate these spaces at data-entry
creation time with the help of a distributed consensus protocol. Afterwards, their locations do not change until dataentry free time. CNs locally store all the metadata (e.g., the
locations of committed and uncommitted spaces) to avoid
reading and writing metadata to DNs and the cost of ensuring metadata consistency under concurrent accesses.
To support synchronized concurrent data accesses and to
avoid reading intermediate data during concurrent writes, a
straightforward method and our strawman version is to always lock a data entry when reading or writing it using a dis-

For better performance, we adopt a lock-free, checksumbased read mechanism, which allows reads to take only one
RTT. Specifically, we associate a CRC (error detection code)
checksum with each key-value entry at DNs. To read a data
entry, a CN uses its stored metadata to find the location of the
data entry’s committed space. It then reads both the data and
its CRC from the DN with an RDMA read. Afterwards, the
CN calculates the CRC of the fetched data and compares this
calculated CRC with the fetched CRC. If they do not match,
then the read is incomplete (an intermediate state during an
ongoing write), and the CN retries the read request. Although calculating CRCs adds some performance overhead,
it is much lower than the alternative of locking. Figure 2(a)
illustrates pDPM-Direct’s read and write protocols.
pDPM-Direct still requires locking for writes. We designed an efficient, RDMA-based implementation of write
lock. We associate an 8-byte value at the beginning of each
data entry as its lock value. To acquire the lock, a CN performs an RDMA c&s (compare-and-swap) operation to the
value. The c&s operation compares whether the value is 0.
If so, it sets it to 1. Otherwise, the CN retries the c&s operation. To release the lock, the CN performs an RDMA write
and sets the value to 0. Our lock implementation leverages
the unique feature of the pDPM model that all memory accesses to DNs come from the network (i.e., the NIC). Without any yprocessor’s accesses to memory, the DMA protocol guarantees that network atomic operations like c&s are
atomic across the entire DN [14, 61].
To write a data entry, a CN first calculates and attaches
a CRC to the new data entry. Afterwards, the CN locates
the entry with its local metadata and locks the entry (one
RTT). The CN then writes the new data (with the CRC) to
the un-committed space (one RTT), which serves as the redo
copy used during recovery if a crash happens. Afterwards,
the CN writes the new data to the committed space with an
RDMA write (one RTT). At the end, the CN releases the
lock (one RTT). The total write latency is four RTTs plus
the CRC calculation time (when no contention), and two of
these RTTs contain data.

4.2

Connecting Through Coordinator

Our second alternative pDPM system, pDPM-Central (Figure 1(c)), uses a central coordinator to orchestrate all data accesses and to perform metadata and management operations.
All CNs send RPC requests to the coordinator, which handles
them by performing one-sided RDMA operations to DNs.
We implement our RPC using HERD’s RPC design [30];
other RPC designs can easily be integrated too. To achieve
high throughput, we use multiple RPC handling threads at
the coordinator. Figure 2(b) illustrates pDPM-Central’s read
and write protocols.
Since all requests go through the coordinator, it can serve
as the serialization point for concurrent accesses to a data
entry. We use a local read/write lock for each data entry at
the coordinator to synchronize across multiple coordinator
threads. In addition to orchestrating data accesses, the coordinator performs all space allocation and de-allocation of
data entries. The coordinator uses its local PM to persistently
store all the metadata of a data entry.
To perform a read, a CN sends an RPC read request to the
coordinator. The coordinator finds the location of the entry’s
committed data using its local metadata, acquires its local
lock of the entry, reads the data from the DN using a onesided RDMA read, releases its local lock, and finally replies
to the CN’s RPC request. The end-to-end read latency a CN
observes (when there is no contention) is two RTTs, and both
RTTs involve sending data.
To perform a write, the coordinator allocates a new space
at a DN for the new data and then writes the data there. We
do not need to lock (either at coordinator or at the DN) during
this write, since it is an out-of-place write to a location that
is not exposed to any other coordinator RPC handlers. After
the write, the coordinator updates its local metadata with the
new data’s location and flushes this new location to its local PM for crash resistance. The total write latency without
contention is two RTTs, both containing data.

4.3

pDPM-Direct/-Central Drawbacks

pDPM-Direct delivers great read performance when read
size is small, since it only requires one lock-free RTT and
it is fast to calculate small CRC. Its write performance is
much worse because of high RTTs and lock contention. Its
scalability is also limited because of lock contention during
concurrent writes. Moreover, pDPM-Direct requires large
space for both data and metadata. For each data entry, it
doubles the space because of the need to store two copies of
data. The metadata overhead is also high, since all CNs have
to store all the metadata.
pDPM-Central largely reduces write RTTs over pDPMDirect and thus has good write performance when the scale
of the cluster is small. Unlike pDPM-Direct, CNs in pDPMCentral do not need to store any metadata. However, from
our experiments, the coordinator soon becomes the performance bottleneck when either the number of CNs or the

number of DNs increases. pDPM-Central’s read performance is also worse than pDPM-Direct with the extra hop
between a CN and the coordinator. In addition, the coordinator’s CPU utilization is high, since it needs many RPC
handler threads to sustain parallel requests from CNs.

5

Clover

To solve the problems of the first two pDPM systems we
built, we propose Clover (Figure 1(e)). The main idea
of Clover is to separate the location, the communication
method, and the management strategy of the data plane and
the control plane. It lets CNs directly access DNs for all data
operations and uses one or few metadata servers (MSs) for
all control plane operations.
To avoid MS being the scalability bottleneck, we support
multiple MSs, each serving a shard of data entries. Each MS
stores the metadata of the data entries it is in charge of in its
local PM. We keep the amount of metadata small. The storage overhead of metadata is below 2% for 1 KB data entries.
CNs cache the metadata of hot data entries. Under memory
pressure, CNs evict metadata with a replacement policy (we
currently support FIFO and LRU).
Clover aims to deliver scalable, low-latency, highthroughput performance at the data plane and to avoid the
MS being the bottleneck at the control plane. Our overall
approaches to achieve these design goals include: 1) moving all metadata operations off performance critical path, 2)
using lock-free data structures to increase scalability, 3) employing optimization mechanisms to reduce network round
trips for data accesses, and 4) leveraging the unique atomic
data access guarantees of pDPM. Figure 2(c) shows the read
and write protocol of Clover. Figure 3 illustrates the data
structures used in Clover.

5.1

Data Plane

To achieve our data plane design goals, we propose a new
mechanism to perform lock-free, fast, and scalable reads and
writes. Specifically, we allow multiple committed versions
of a data entry in DNs and link them into a chain. Each
committed write to a data entry will move its latest version
to a new location. To avoid the need of updating CNs with
the new location, we use a self-identifying data structure for
CNs to find the latest version.
We include a header with each version of a data entry.
The header contains a pointer and some metadata bits used
for garbage collection. The pointers chain all versions of a
data entry together in the order that they are written. A NULL
pointer indicates that the version is the latest.
A CN acquires the header of the chain head from the MS
at the first access to a data entry. It then caches the header
locally to avoid the overhead of contacting MS on every data
access. We call a CN-cached header a cursor.
Read. Clover reads are lock-free. To read a data entry, a CN
performs a chain walk. The chain walk begins with fetching
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the data buffer version that the CN’s cursor points to. It then
uses the pointer in this fetched buffer to read the next version.
The CN repeats this step until reading a NULL pointer, which
indicates that it has read the latest version. All steps in the
chain walk use one-sided RDMA reads. After a chain walk,
the CN updates its cursor to point to the latest version.
A chain walk can be slow with long chains when a cursor
is not up to date [68]. Inspired by skip lists [53], we solve
this issue by using a shortcut to directly point to the latest
version or a recent version of each data entry. Shortcuts are
best effort in that they are intended but not enforced to always point to the latest version of an entry. The shortcut of
a data entry is stored at its DN. The location of a shortcut
never changes during the lifetime of the entry. MS stores the
locations of all shortcuts. When a CN first accesses a data
entry, it retrieves the location of its shortcut from MS and
caches it locally.
The CN issues a chain walk read and a shortcut read in parallel. It returns the user request when the faster one finishes
and discards the other result. We do not replace chain walks
completely with shortcut reads, since shortcuts are updated
asynchronously in the background and may not be updated
as fast as the cursor. When the CN’s cursor points to the
latest version of a data entry, a read only takes one RTT.
Write. Clover never overwrites existing data entries and performs a lock-free, out-of-place write before linking the new
data to an entry’s chain. To write a data entry, a CN first
selects a free DN space assigned to it by MS in advance
(see §5.2). It performs a one-sided RDMA write to write
the new data to this buffer. Afterwards, the CN performs an
RDMA c&s operation to link this new data to the tail of the
entry’s version chain. Specifically, the c&s operation is on
the header that the CN’s cursor points to. If the pointer in
the header is NULL, the c&s operation swaps the pointer to
point to the new data, and we treat this new data as a committed version. Otherwise, it means that the cursor does not
point to the tail of the chain and the CN performs a chain
walk to reach the tail and then issues another c&s.
Afterwards, the CN uses a one-sided RDMA write to update the shortcut of the entry to point to the new data version.
This step is off the performance critical path. The CN also
updates its cursor to the newly written version. We do not in-

validate or update other CNs’ cursors at this time to improve
the scalability and performance of Clover.
Clover’ chained structure and write mechanism ensure
that writers do not block readers and readers do not block
writers. They also ensure that readers can only view committed data. Without high write contention to the same data
entry, one write takes only two RTTs.
Retire. After committing a write, a CN can retire older
versions of the data entry, indicating that the buffer spaces
can be reclaimed. To improve performance and minimize
the need to communicate with MS, CNs lazily send asynchronous, batched retirement requests to MS in the background. We further avoid the need for MS to invalidate CNcached metadata using a combination of timeout and epochbased garbage collection (see §5.2).

5.2

Control Plane

CNs communicate with MS using two-sided operations for
all metadata operations. MS performs all types of management of DNs. We carefully designed the MS functionalities
for best performance and scalability.
Space allocation. With Clover’s out-of-place write model,
Clover has high demand for DN space allocation. We use
an efficient space allocation mechanism where MS packages
free spaces of all DNs into chunks. Each chunk hosts data
buffers of the same size. Different chunks can have different data sizes. Instead of asking for a new free space before every write, each CN requests multiple spaces at a time
from MS in the background. This approach moves space allocation off the performance critical path and is important to
deliver good write performance.
Garbage collection. Clover’ append-only chained data
structure makes its writes very fast. But like all other appendonly and log-structured storage systems, Clover needs to
garbage collect (GC) old data. We design a new efficient
GC mechanism that does not involve any data movement or
communication to DN. It also minimizes the communication
between MS and CNs.
The basic flow of GC (a strawman implementation) is simple: MS processes incoming retire requests from CNs by
putting reclaimed spaces to a free list (FreeList). It gets
free spaces from the FreeList when a CN requests more free
buffers. A free space can be used by any CN for any new
writes, as long as the size fits.
Although the above strawman implementation is simple,
making GC work correctly, efficiently, and scale well is
challenging. First, to achieve good GC performance, we
should avoid the invalidations of CN cached cursors after
reclaiming buffers to minimize the network traffic between
MS and CNs. However, with the strawman GC implementation, CNs’ outdated cursors can cause failed chain walks.
We solve this problem using two techniques: 1) MS does
not clear the header (or the content) of a data buffer after
reclaiming it, and 2) we assign a GC version to each data

buffer. MS increases the GC version after reclaiming a data
buffer. It gives this new GC version together with the location of the buffer when assigning the buffer as a free space
to a CN, CNk . Before CNk uses the space for a new write,
the content of this space at the DN contains old data and old
GC version. After CNk uses the space for a write, it contains
new data and new GC version. Other CNs that have cached
cursors to this buffer need to differentiate these two cases. A
CN tells if a buffer contains its intended data by comparing
the GC version in its cached cursor to the one it reads from
the DN. If they do not match, the CN will discard the read
data and invalidate its cached cursor. Our GC-version approach not only avoids the need for MS to invalidate cursor
caches on CNs, but also eliminates the need for MS to access
DNs during GC.
The next challenge is related to our goal of read-isolation
and atomicity guarantees (i.e., readers always read the data
that is consistent to its metadata header). An inconsistent
read can happen if the read to a data buffer takes long, and
during the reading time, this buffer has been retired by another CN, reclaimed by MS, assigned to a CN as a newly
allocated buffer, and used to perform a write. We use a read
timeout scheme similar to FaRM [15] to prevent this inconsistent case. Specifically, we abort a read operation after two
RTTs, since the above steps in the problematic case take at
least (and usually a lot more than) two RTTs (one for a CN
to submit the retirement request to MS and one for MS to
assign the space to a new CN).
The final challenge is the overflow of GC versions. We
can only use limited number of bits for GC version in the
header of a data buffer (currently 8 bits), since the header
needs to be smaller than the size of an atomic RDMA operation. When the GC version of a buffer increases beyond the
maximum value, we have to restart it from zero. With just
our GC mechanism so far, CNs will have no way to tell if
a buffer matches its cached cursor version or has advanced
by 28 = 256 versions. To solve this rare issue without invalidation traffic to CNs, we use an epoch-based timeout
mechanism. When MS finds the GC version of a data buffer
overflows, it puts the reclaimed buffer into an OvflowList and
waits for Te (a configurable time value) before moving it to
the FreeList. All CNs invalidate their own cursors after an
inactive period of Te (if during this time, the CN access the
buffer, it would have advanced the cursor already). To synchronize epoch time, MS sends a message to CNs after Te .
Epoch messages are the only communication from MS to
CNs during GC.

5.3

Discussion

The Clover design offers four benefits. First, Clover yields
the best performance among all pDPM systems; it outperforms pDPM-Direct and pDPM-Central for both reads and
writes, and both with and without contention. Achieving this
low latency while guaranteeing atomic write and read com-

mitted is not easy. Four approaches enable us to reach this
goal: 1) ensuring that the data path does not involve MS, 2)
reducing metadata communication to MS and moving it off
performance critical paths, 3) ensuring no memory copy in
the whole data path, and 4) leveraging the unique advantages
of pDPM to perform RDMA atomic operations.
Second, Clover scales well with the number of CNs and
DNs, since its reads and writes are both lock free. Readers
do not block writers or other readers and writers do not block
readers. Concurrent writers to the same entry only contend
for the short period of an RDMA c&s operation. Clover also
minimizes the network traffic to MS and the processing load
on MS, which enables MS to scale well with the number of
CNs and with the amount of data operations.
Third, we avoid data movement and communication between MS and DNs entirely during GC. To scale and support many CNs with few MSs, we also avoid CN invalidation
messages. MS does not need to proactively send any other
messages to CNs either. Essentially, MS never pushes any
messages to CNs. Rather, CNs pull information from MS.
Furthermore, MS adopts a thread model that adaptively lets
working threads sleep to reduce MS’s CPU utilization.
Finally, the Clover data structure is flexible and can support load balancing very well. Different versions of a data
entry do not need to be on the same DN. As we will see in
§5.4 and §5.5, this flexible placement is the key to Clover’s
load balancing and data replication needs.
However, Clover also has its limitation. Each write in
Clover requires two RTTs and under heavy contention, its
write performance degrades. As we will see in §6, twosided aDPM systems outperform Clover with write-intensive
workloads, since they can complete writes in one RTT. Fortunately, most datacenter workloads are read-most [7], and
under common cases, Clover delivers great performance.

5.4

Failure Handling

DNs can fail independently from CNs. Clover needs to handle both transient and permanent failures of a DN. For the
former, Clover guarantees that a DN can recover all its committed data after reboot (i.e., crash consistent). For the latter,
we add the support of data replication across multiple DNs
to Clover. In addition, Clover also handles the failure of MS.
Recovery from transient failures. Clover’s recovery mechanism of a single DN’s transient failure is simple. If a DN
fails before a CN successfully links the new data it writes to
the chain (indicating an un-committed write), the CN simply
discards the new write by treating the space as unused.
Data redundancy. With the user-specified degree of replication being N , Clover guarantees that data is still accessible
after N −1 DNs have failed. We propose a new atomic replication mechanism designed for the Clover data structure.
The basic idea is to link each version of a data entry DN
a
b
to all the replicas of the next version (e.g., DN
+1 , DN +1 ,
c
DN +1 for three replicas) by placing pointers to all these
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Figure 4: Replicated Data Entry. A replicated data entry on four
DNs. The replication factor is two.

replicas in the header of DN . Figure 4 shows an example of
a replicated data entry (with the degree of replication being
2). With this all-way chaining method, Clover can always
construct a valid chain as long as one copy of each version
in a data entry survives.
Each data entry version has a primary copy and one or
more secondary copies. To write a new version, DN +1 , to
a data entry whose current tail is DN with R replicas, a CN
first writes the new data to R DNs. In parallel, the CN performs a one-sided c&s to a bit, Bw , in the header of the
primary copy of DN to test if the entry is already in the middle of a replicated write. If not, the bit will be set, indicating
that the entry is now under replicated write. All the writes
and the c&s operation are sent out in parallel to minimize
latency. After the CN receives the RDMA acknowledgment
of all the operations, it constructs a header that contains R
pointers to the copies of DN +1 and writes it to all the copies
of DN . Once the new header is written to all copies of DN ,
the system can recover DN +1 from crashes (up to R − 1
concurrent DN failure).
MS redundancy. MSs manage several types of metadata.
Among them, the only type of metadata that cannot be reconstructed is keys (of key-value entries) and the mapping from
a key to the location of its data entries in DNs. To avoid MS
being the single point of failure, we implement a mechanism
to include one or more backup MS. When creating (deleting)
a new key-value data entry, the primary MS synchronously
replicates (removes) the key and the head of the value chain
to all the backup MSs. These metadata are the only metadata that cannot be reconstructed. MSs reconstruct all other
metadata by reading value chains in DNs.

5.5

Load Balancing

A pDPM system has a pool of DNs. It is important to balance
the load to each of them. We use a novel two-level approach
to balance loads in Clover: globally at MS and locally at
each CN. Our global management leverages two features in
Clover: 1) MS is the party that assigns all new spaces to
CNs, and 2) data versions of the same entry in Clover can
be placed on different DNs. To reduce the load of a DN, MS
assigns more free spaces from other DNs to CNs at allocation
time. Each CN internally balances the load to different DNs
at runtime. Each CN keeps one bucket per DN to store free
spaces. It chooses free spaces from different buckets for new
writes according to its own load balancing needs.

Evaluation Results

This section presents the evaluation results of Clover. We
compare it with pDPM-Direct, pDPM-Central, two distributed PM-based systems, Octopus [42] and Hotpot [56],
and a two-sided RDMA-based key-value store, HERD [30].
All our experiments were carried out in a cluster of 14 machines, connected with a 100 Gbps Mellanox InfiniBand
Switch. Each machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E52620 2.40GHz CPUs, 128 GB DRAM, and one 100 Gbps
Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC.
In order to compare the pDPM architecture with a lowcost aDPM architecture, we use Mellanox BlueField, a
SmartNIC that includes an ARM-based SoC and a 100 Gbps
Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC [44]. We port HERD to BlueField by migrating it from x86 to ARM (we call the ported
HERD running on BlueField HERD-BF).
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, we cannot get hold
of real Intel Optane DC, and we use DRAM as PM. Our
experiments run on machines with PCIe 3.0 ×8 (7.87 GB/s),
and the bandwidth from RDMA-NIC to DRAM is capped by
it, making the effective bandwidth at most 7.87 GB/s. Intel
Optane DC’s read bandwidth is 6.6 GB/s [70], which is close
to PCIe 3.0 ×8. Thus, we envision read results to be similar
with real Optane. Optane’s write bandwidth is 2.3 GB/s, and
there may be some difference in our write results with real
Optane. But since our target is read-most workloads, we believe that the conclusion we make from our evaluation will
still be valid with real PM.

6.1

Micro-benchmark Performance

We first evaluate the basic read/write latency of Clover and
the systems in comparison using a simple micro-benchmark
where a CN synchronously reads/writes a key-value data entry on a DN. For this and all the rest of our experiments, we
use HERD’s default configuration of 12 busy polling receiving side’s threads for both HERD and HERD-BF.
Figure 5 plots the read latency with different request sizes.
We use native RDMA one-sided read as the baseline. Overall, Clover’s performance is the best among all systems and
is only slightly worse than native RDMA. pDPM-Direct has
great read performance when the request size is small. However, when request size increases, the overhead of CRC calculation dominates, largely hurting pDPM-Direct’s read performance. As expected, pDPM-Central’s read performance
is not good because of its 2-RTT read protocol. HERD performs worse than Clover because it requires some extra CPU
processing time for each read. HERD-BF has a constant
overhead over HERD mainly because its processing is performed in BlueField’s low-power ARM cores.
Figure 6 plots the average write latency comparison. We
use native RDMA one-sided write as a baseline here. Among
pDPM systems, Clover and pDPM-Central achieve the best
write latency. pDPM-Direct’s write performance is the worst
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because of its 4-RTT write protocol. Its write performance
also gets worse with larger request size because of the increased overhead of CRC calculation. HERD outperforms
Clover and other pDPM systems because two-sided communication allows it to complete a write within one RTT.
HERD-BF is still a lot worse than HERD because of BlueField’s low processing power.
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YCSB Performance and Scalability

We now present our evaluation results using the YCSB
benchmark [13, 71]. We use a total of 100K key-value entries and 1M operations per test. The accesses to keys follow
the Zipf distribution. We use three workloads with different
read-write ratios: read only (workload C), 5% write (workload B), and 50% write (workload A). These three workloads
follow common application patterns in datacenters [7] and
are the set that previous PM and in-memory store systems
used for evaluation [30, 38, 47, 69].
Basic performance. We first evaluate the performance of
Clover, pDPM-Direct, pDPM-Central, Octopus, and Hotpot
under the same configuration: 4 CNs and 4 DNs, each CN
running 8 application threads. Neither Octopus nor Hotpot directly support key-value interface. In order to run the
YCSB key-value store workloads, we run MongoDB [50],
a key-value store database, on top of Octopus and Hotpot.
Note that HERD only supports one DN and we cannot compare with HERD or HERD-BF in this experiment. We also
evaluate replication with our three pDPM systems here (with
degree of replication 2). Figure 7 shows the overall performance of these systems. Hotpot yields similar performance
as Octopus and we omit its results in the figure.
Clover performs the best among all systems for all workloads. We further look into the Clover results and find that
the average number of hops during chain walks is only 0.2
to 0.3 for reads and 3.7 to 3.9 for writes. pDPM-Direct
performs better with read-most workloads than write-most
workloads. This is because without the need to perform any
locking, its read performance is not affected by contention.
pDPM-Central’s performance is the worst among pDPM systems, because under contention (Zipf distribution), the coordinator becomes the bottleneck.
The overall performance of Octopus and Hotpot is more
than an order of magnitude worse than all pDPM systems.
There are two main reasons. First, these systems do not di-
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Running YCSB on four CNs and four DNs.
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Table 2: Clover RTTs.
rectly support key-value interface, and running MongoDB
on top of them adds overhead. Unfortunately, there is no existing distributed PM systems that directly support key-value
interface as far as we know. Second, each read and write
operation in these systems involves a complex protocol that
requires RPCs across multiple nodes.
To further understand Clover’s performance, we measure the number of RTTs incurred when running YCSB on
Clover. Table 2 shows the median, average, and 99% RTTs
of Clover. Clover requires only one RTT for read-most workloads. Even for 50% write (workload A), Clover only incurs
six RTTs at 99% and one RTT at median.
Replication overhead. As expected, adding redundancy lowers the throughput of write operations for all pDPM systems.
Even though these systems issue the replication requests in
parallel, they only use one thread to perform asynchronous
RDMA read/write operations, and doing so still has an overhead. However, the overhead is small.
Scalability. Next, we evaluate the scalability of different
systems with respect to the number of CNs and the number of DNs. Figure 8 shows the scalability of pDPM systems, HERD, and HERD-BF when varying the number of
CNs with a single DN. Clover and HERD have the best (and
similar) performance with workload C. Both systems saturate network bandwidth, and neither have any scalability
bottlenecks. With workload B, the performance of Clover is
slightly worse than HERD because of increased write contention. HERD-BF performs worse and scales worse than
Clover and HERD for both workloads mainly because of its
limited processing power. pDPM-Central performs the worst
and does not scale well with more CNs. pDPM-Direct also
performs poorly with fewer CNs. Apart from the limitation
of these system’s designs, their inefficient thread models also
contribute to their worse performance.
Figure 9 shows the scalability of pDPM data stores w.r.t.
the number of DNs (HERD only supports single memory
node and we cannot include it in this experiment). Clover
scales well with DNs because CNs access DNs directly for
data accesses, having no scalability bottleneck. pDPM-
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Central has poor scalability because of the coordinator being
the bottleneck that all requests have to go through. Surprisingly, pDPM-Direct’s scalability is also poor. This is because
when the number of DNs increases, network bandwidth has
not become a performance bottleneck, but CNs need to do
more CRC calculation to read/write to more DNs. This computation overhead becomes the performance bottleneck.

6.3

CPU Utilization and Cost

CPU utilization and energy cost. We evaluate the CPU utilization of different systems by calculating the total CPU
time to complete ten million requests in YCSB’s workloads
A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 10. We further separate the CPU time used at client side (CNs) and at server
side (DNs, the coordinator, MS). The three pDPM systems
run four CNs and four DNs. HERD and HERD-BF run four
CNs and one DN. Since HERD only supports one DN, to estimate the CPU utilization and energy of a scale-out version
of HERD, we hypothetically assume that HERD can achieve
perfect scaling (i.e., we reduce HERD’s total run time by
a factor of four to model it running on four CNs and four
DNs). This hypothetical calculation is the optimal performance HERD could have achieved.
We further calculate the total energy cost using the power
consumption of our CPU core [34] and the ARM core of
BlueField [52]. Figure 11 plots this result. We do not include
the energy cost of PM, since it is the same for all systems.
For read-most workload, pDPM-Direct and Clover use
less CPU time than pDPM-Central and HERD because
they perform one-sided RDMA directly from CNs to DNs.
HERD’s total CPU time is much longer than Clover even
with optimal scale-out calculation, because it uses many

busy-polling threads at its server side to achieve good performance (12 threads by default). Surprisingly, HERD-BF’s
energy is higher than HERD even when the power consumption of an ARM core is more than an order of magnitude
lower than our CPU core. HERD-BF’s worse performance
makes each request to run longer and consumes more power.
pDPM-Central has high CPU utilization because the coordinator’s CPU spends time on every request, and the total time
to finish the workloads with pDPM-Central is long. HERD’s
write performance and energy are both better than Clover.
pDPM systems consume more energy for write-heavy workloads because of their degraded write performance.

CapEx. Table 1 summarizes the cost to build different data
stores with 8 CNs and 8 DNs (for distributed PM, we use
eight machines in total). The CapEx is calculated with the
market price of 128 GB Intel Optane PM ($842 [5]), Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC ($795 [45]), Mellanox BlueField
NIC ($4168 [1]), and a DELL R740 server with the same
configuration as what we use in our experiments ($5000).
For servers with PM, we adjust the price difference between
PM and DRAM to the whole server price ($4144). Distributed PM has the lowest CapEx because it can share PM
and only needs eight machines in total. aDPM with CPU requires 16 machines in total (8 for CNs and 8 for DNs). The
three pDPM systems and aDPM with BlueField do not require full machines for DNs and we only include PM and
NIC costs for them. Surprisingly, the cost of BlueField is
similar to a full machine. We suspect that this is because
BlueField is in a new and small market, and we expect its
price to drop in the future (but still not as low as pDPM).

6.4

Metadata Caching

Each data entry in Clover requires a constant of 8 B metadata (which is much smaller than typical key-value sizes of
100 B - 1000 B [7]). To evaluate the effect of different sizes
of metadata cache at CNs in Clover, we ran the same YCSB
workloads and configuration as Figure 7 and plot the results
in Figure 12. Here, we use the FIFO eviction policy (we
also tested LRU and found it to be similar or worse than
FIFO). With smaller metadata cache, all workloads’ performance drop because a CN has to get the metadata from the
MS before accessing a data entry that is not in the local metadata cache. With no metadata cache (0%), CNs need to get
metadata from the MS before every request. However, under
Zipf distribution, with just 10% metadata cache, Clover can
already achieve satisfying performance.

6.5

Load Balancing

To evaluate the effect of Clover’s load balancing mechanism,
we use a synthetic workload with six data entries, a, b, and
c1 to c4. The workload initially creates a (no replication)
and b (with 3 replicas) and reads these two entries continuously. At a later time, it creates c1 to c4 (no replication) and
keeps updating them. One CN runs this synthetic workload
on three DNs. Figure 13 shows the total traffic to the three
DNs with different allocation and load-balancing policies.
With a naive policy of assigning DNs to new write requests
in a round-robin fashion and reading from the first replica,
write traffic spreads evenly across all DNs but reads all go to
DN-1. With write load balancing, MS allocates free entries
for new writes from the least accessed DN. Doing so spreads
write traffic more towards the lighter-loaded DN-2 and DN-3.
With read load balancing, Clover spreads read traffic across
different replicas depending on the load of DNs. As a result,
the total loads across the three DNs are completely balanced.

7

Conclusion and Discussion

This paper explores a passive disaggregated persistent memory architecture where remote PM data nodes do not need
any processing. We present Clover, a low-cost, fast, and scalable pDPM key-value store which separates data and control
planes. We compare Clover with two alternative pDPM systems we built, existing distributed PM systems, and disaggregated systems that include processing at data nodes. We
performed extensive evaluation of these systems and learned
both the benefits and the limitations of them. We end this
paper by discussing our overall findings and our suggestions
to future systems builders.
Cost Implication. pDPM’s CapEx cost saving compared
to aDPM is apparent: pDPM reduces the cost of a processor and hardware (server) packaging to host the processor. pDPM’s OpEx cost saving mainly comes from avoiding
polling at storage nodes. aDPM needs to busy poll network
requests to achieve the low latency that can match PM’s per-

formance. Meanwhile, to sustain high-bandwidth network
(e.g., 100 Gbps and above), aDPM requires many CPU cores
or a parallel-hardware unit like FPGA to poll and process
requests in parallel, adding to more runtime cost.
Performance Implication. The major tradeoff of removing
computation from storage nodes in pDPM is the potential
increase in network RTTs to access storage nodes remotely.
While it is generally true that moving computation towards
data could achieve good performance, our pDPM key-value
store systems demonstrate that with careful design, RTTs in
pDPM systems could be minimized and in many cases be the
same as aDPM systems. In other cases (e.g., key-value put
with high-contention), aDPM has unavoidable performance
loss because of extra RTTs. On the other hand, not having
enough processing power in aDPM (e.g., when only using
ARM-based SoC) could lead to significant performance loss.
Application Implication. Building applications with the
pDPM model requires careful design. As we demonstrated
with the three different pDPM key-value store systems, different application design choices could directly affect how
well pDPM performs and scales. The best design would minimize RTTs while avoiding scalability bottlenecks, as with
Clover. This paper focuses on key-value store systems, as
they are widely used in many datacenter applications. Other
systems such as remote file systems, databases, object stores,
and data sharing can also build on the pDPM model. As systems complexity increases, it will be more difficult to optimize pDPM’s RTTs with just RDMA read, write, and atomic
operation interfaces. We believe that extended RDMA interfaces such as HyperLoop [35] could help in these cases.
Recommendation. This paper explores the extreme of completely removing computation power at storage nodes, which
helps set baselines in designing disaggregated PM systems.
Going forward, we believe that future disaggregated PM systems would benefit from a hybrid approach. Computation
that fundamentally involves multiple data accesses can be
moved to storage nodes, while the rest should be kept at
compute nodes. Among the former, those that have require
high performance can be placed on FPGA or ASIC to avoid
high CPU cost, while those that can tolerate degraded performance can be placed at low-power cores.
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